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	Mason Mayert December 2023 Winner

Mason came to Southland International Trucks as a 15-year-old from a local Lethbridge high school. The first few times that I interacted with him, I saw he was smart, had a calm demeanor, and leadership skills, well beyond his years! We started him part time and registered Mason in RAP (Registered Apprenticeship Program) here in Alberta. Mason was a pioneer of a Southern Alberta Dual Credit project, which the local Lethbridge College and Southland were helping pilot. The college initially rejected his application, as they thought he was too young, but he was told if he completed an entrance exam, he would be allowed in. He passed the exam and completed the course with accolades from all his teachers.

Mason’s passion and his attitude toward the truck industry have been stellar. He completed all his Navistar online Master Truck training while in high school and is now in his last year of Alberta Apprenticeship Training at 19 years old. He has helped and encouraged all our techs with their Navistar Training and EZ-Tech / Cummins diagnostic repairs. He has also completed advanced DLB training. His focus on customer care is exemplary. He has been pushed outside of his box so many times and responds with such a great attitude and skill. Mason always thinks about what he can do to help our Prestige Standards, Accelerated Service, Velocity, and Uptime programs. He has brought this kind of confidence into our Prestige Standards meetings to brainstorm and execute initiatives. He has been entrusted with training new techs with up-fitting and performing PDIs on new trucks. He has improved our truck oil servicing process by organizing tools and training all techs on best practices. Today we are launching a new tech training program and, once again, Mason will be piloting the training.

The one thing that we believe needs repeating is that what Mason has accomplished at such a young age is incredible! Our owner, George Kirkham, describes Mason as the youngest employee who works at a very high level, is a pleasure to be around, takes ownership of mistakes, is always willing to be flexible, and is just a real class act!
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	Corny Friesen June 2023 Winner

On behalf of Navistar, we are proud to announce that Corny Friesen has been awarded the 2023 Technician of Influence Award – Veteran Division.  In recognition of his exemplary performance as a professional technician, we are pleased to present him with this award. Corney has demonstrated his commitment to pursuing continuous improvement and delivering the highest level of customer service to the public we serve. Thanks for keeping the transportation industry rolling!

Corny has been a pillar of Southland International Trucks Ltd for 8 years. He came to us with no experience after applying to other heavy truck dealers in the area. After the interview process, we recognized that the skills he had mastered in construction and manufacturing could be transferred to the heavy truck industry. Little did we know that this diamond in the rough would advance at such a pace that it would be very hard to match! Corny is respected not only in our dealership but within the larger community!

 

Corny’s great attitude and disposition check all the boxes for selflessness when it comes to customer care, helping his colleagues, and whoever may come across his path in need of help. Whatever he puts his hand to, he masters it very quickly. Corny’s commitment to Navistar’s programs is phenomenal! Weekly he works to improve our Accelerated Service Bay program, looking at ways we can shorten triage time. His passing on of knowledge to all our techs, young and old, has assisted in keeping comebacks to a minimum and identifying techs who can be given more challenging repairs.

Corny also helps with Southland International Dealer initiatives, such as our TECH EmPOWERment projects, one of which is EPIC (Exploring Possible Industries & Careers) in Lethbridge. Every year, Corny and the Service Manager attend the event and educate students from all over Southern Alberta about career opportunities within the HET and HET parts industry.

 

Corny shows great initiative. He has attained International Diamond Certification in truck and bus, Alberta Heavy Duty Tech, and Canadian Red Seal tickets, completed all Cummins certifications, and has become one of our premier diagnostic advisors and leaders.

 

Corny annually reviews the prestige standard of service excellence with our management team to help increase billable hours and to keep our efficiency up on each repair.

Corny’s attitude and great character to accept any challenge put before him are truly inspirational to all the staff at Southland International Trucks. We are honoured to work with such a thoroughbred!

Corny is a man with great integrity, and we learn from him daily!
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	Our Lady of the Assumption Elementary School partnered with Southland International Trucks to give a presentation to students about the transportation and trucking industry on Monday. Southland brought a truck and trailer to the schoolyard for the students to explore and learn, getting a hands-on experience to go with their education.

“Over the last three years here at Our Lady of the Assumption, we have worked to have a STEM and STEAM focus (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics). The way we have done that is, each month, we have a designated afternoon for STEAM activities for Grades One through Six,” said Meghan Calder, Principal at Our Lady.

“One of our focuses this year is to include trades and industry partners, and the first community partner to step up was Southland International. They are working with us, as well as the college and Career Transitions, to plan a full day of activities in May. We will introduce kids to a variety of trades and industry partners, the whole gamut of trades.

“Today’s event is an introduction for our students into what that might look like.”

Understanding the plethora of career paths in today’s world, events like this help younger minds cultivate their potential for future pathways.

“It helps them recognize and realize that the trades industry is a real career path. If we foster that curiosity and inquisitiveness when they are young, they can continue to follow that into their career,” said Calder.

“In this day and age, all paths are valid and important. There is education to be had in all those areas, and they are careers. Kids need to have opportunities to be curious and to explore those areas of interest.”

By bringing experts in their fields to the classroom, Calder notes the importance of the information they pass along to students. “Many teachers, most of us, have gone through academia, we have degrees, that is what we have to have in order to be here. Many of us are not familiar with trades and industry. The idea is to have the students be able to identify what these skills could be used for in the future,” said Calder.

Rob Mitchell, Service Manager for Southland International, says the goal is to make kids aware of all the career paths for their future and to ignite a spark that takes them on that journey. “It’s to have them be introduced to the trucking industry mainly but to try and educate them that there are a lot of different pathways to a career, to identify each child’s gift, whatever that is. I’m excited to see kids succeed in all the different pathways,” said Mitchell.

With stigmas around the trade industry, the goal of the collaboration is to highlight the education and career pathways while opening possibilities for future jobs.

“I want to remove those stigmas and say, ‘Hey, if you are happy doing that, then that’s great.’ This is one way to introduce students, get rid of those stigmas, and start educating more people on the fact that there are a lot of different pathways,” said Mitchell.

“We are so excited and thankful to have Southland International partner with us to help along this journey,” said Calder. “The partners we have started us on this journey, and I hope it becomes a big thing moving forward.”

BY RY CLARKE – LETHBRIDGE HERALD LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER ON FEBRUARY 14, 2023.




			
				
					
						

					
					
						

					
					
						

					
				

				
					
						

					
			

			


 

Original article https://lethbridgeherald.com/news/lethbridge-news/2023/02/14/students-learn-of-different-career-paths-in-the-trades/
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	Southland Idealease Truck & Trailer Rentals

Renting a semi-trailer from our one-stop-shop can provide many benefits for trucking companies. For example, having a replacement trailer on hand can be helpful if your current unit breaks down unexpectedly. Instead of having to wait for repairs, you can quickly swap into a rental and keep your business moving forward. While we repair your current truck or trailer, you can continue to use the rental without any interruption to your operations.

Another benefit of renting from us is the ability to easily expand your fleet as needed. If you receive a sudden influx of business, or if the current weather conditions require it, having the option to rent additional semi-trailers & trucks can help you capitalize on the opportunity and increase your profits. Because we’re an all-in-one rental and service location with a large variety of trailers, you can easily manage all of your rentals in one convenient location.

In addition, our rental options include high-quality equipment that may not be within your budget to purchase outright. This is especially useful if you need to fulfill a large contract that requires a specific type of trailer. By renting from us, you can maximize your fleet and provide your customers with the best service possible.

Finally, our wide variety of semi-trailer rentals allows you to choose the perfect trailer for any situation. This can be useful for transporting oversized cargo, construction materials, or for any other special circumstances. With our comprehensive rental center, you can easily find the right rental to meet your needs.

In conclusion, renting a semi-trailer from our one-stop-center can provide trucking companies with flexibility, convenience, and access to high quality equipment. It is a smart business decision that can help you grow and succeed in the competitive world of trucking.

Get started today
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This month, we hosted four high school students, Will, Brayden, Taylan, & Mac. They all got to try being heavy-duty mechanics for the night.






Thank you to all the local businesses, school districts, Lethbridge College, students, and their parents/guardians for participating in this unique night that gives young people the opportunity to find a career their passionate about.

Try A Trade night allows students to test-drive careers and learn new skills. 27 local businesses hosted almost 300 high school students.
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	A few days ago, George Kirkham and Southland International were featured in a Lethbridge Herald article about inspiring youth to enter the trades and how it is key to industry success. As a strong believer and active participant in the Registered Apprenticeship Program, George is always excited to take advantage of any opportunity to help local youth get a jump on their trades careers through Southland International.



Southland International held an informational session for teachers and administrators in the Holy Spirit Catholic School Division on Monday to learn more about the future in trades and the many career possibilities that are out there for students.

With programs like the Registered Apprenticeship Program (RAP) and Bill 67 (Skilled Trades and Apprenticeship Education Act, STAEA) Alberta is seeing more career opportunities in the trades field.

“People need a different way of educating themselves,” said George Kirkham, owner of Southland International, a truck and trailer dealership in Lethbridge. “It gives people an opportunity to explore other careers. Here at Southland, we put our money where our mouth is and we act. We have done tours with schools to get them to see the possibilities and interest in these areas.”

Trent Ervin, apprenticeship and industry training officer with Alberta Advanced Education, was also at the session to help those in attendance understand the changes coming for students looking at careers in the trades.

“We changed our mandate and how we do things on July 22, it is called the new STAEA Act as opposed to the AIT Act,” said Ervin, “It is an exciting time with the apprenticeship and the RAP program coming on board.”

Ervin also notes there are around 51 trades right now, with more coming on board as industries come to the government and switch to the trades, taking part in the apprenticeship program.

Speaking towards trades, Kevin Wiber, associate dean for Lethbridge College, noted the shortage of jobs in the trades industry and how the opportunity to jump in for graduating students is viable at this time.

“We are at a point now where every trade out there is crying for people,” said Wiber. “The only way to fill that gap and find those qualified trades people, is to go back to the youth and start dealing with entry level areas. It’s a great place to make good money and be involved in job satisfaction.”

Wiber says the College offers dual credit programs in a wide variety of areas to help students pursue their future.

“We are highlighting an introduction to the trades with our dual credit offering. It is designed to be a pathway, a start for them with a wide variety of sprinkling on a bunch of different trades that we offer at the college,” said Wiber. “Once students have gone through that, they will be able to narrow down their focus and we will work with them to narrow down their focus.”

Teachers and administration in attendance noted the importance of highlighting every career possibility for their students, wanting to showcase everything their talents can do. “We should be exposing them to as many opportunities as we can,” said Lance Rosen, teaching Welding and Fabrication at Catholic Central High School. “Taking them on tours, bringing in speakers to the classroom, shows them that there are other areas if you don’t feel like university is the right fit for you.”

Touring around the facility, Southland was able to showcase how trades can open many doors for students in the workforce, helping open the pathway to further education with more options.

“I want to help those guys and gals get to where they are a productive part of society,” said Kirkham. “Today you should be proud of what you are doing in the trades. Things are changing, it’s a pretty cool industry.”



The article and photo are both by Ry Clarke, of the Lethbridge Herald. You can view the original article on the Lethbridge Herald Website, here.
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	Southland International took advantage of welding classes this past summer, which were offered by Lethbridge College. The class was instructed by Donald Charlebois, who has a wealth of experience in the trade. As a firm believer in continued education throughout our staff, our team had service technicians of all different experience levels in attendance. This class presented a great opportunity to practice welding techniques while also brushing up on trade knowledge from one of the best sources. Everyone in attendance, regardless of experience level, came away feeling increased confidence in their abilities. Needless to say, we are excited to have the added skillsets and know-how within our shop.

Donald’s professionalism was evident throughout the classes and our staff had nothing but positive reviews for his instruction. We are looking forward to the next learning opportunity at Lethbridge College.
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	Southland International hosted the Readymade 4-H Multi Club last week for a student education night focused on learning about the Registered Apprenticeship Program (RAP). The program empowers students with hands-on work experience within trades of their choosing. George Kirkham, owner of Southland International Trucks, gave students and parents a full business tour highlighting key trades-related areas such as the parts department and heavy-duty shop. The tour gave students perspective on the RAP program, and how various trades operated in the context of a truck dealership. Following the tour, attendees were taken to see the Kirkham International Motor Truck Collection. There, everyone had the chance to get up close and personal with International Truck history.


How does RAP work?

RAP is designed to provide students with part-time trades work experience during the entirety of the school year. Actively participating in the duties related to specific trades allows students to identify whether the trade is the right path for them.  Students are paid for their work like any other job, collect credits toward high school graduation, and earn hours that are applicable to the on-the-job portion of post-high school apprenticeships. This means students get a head start on the trade from a knowledge standpoint, and reduce the time it will take to complete their apprenticeship after high school. More information on the RAP program and how to enroll can be found at Alberta trade secrets.
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	June 14th, 2022 was an exciting day for us at Southland International as we celebrated an important milestone – 4000 Doepker trailers sold. Representatives from Doepker arrived to hand out a commemorative plaque during lunch with the entire Southland team. The meal would not have been complete without a cake stylized in the form of an NVIS card. It was an excellent time for us to sit back and relax, reflecting on the achievement together. Following lunch the whole team, Doepker representatives included, went into the shop for a group picture in front of a beautiful white grain trailer.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While 4000 trailers sold is a significant milestone, there was far more meaning to the occasion than the number alone. The day was symbolic of the growth Southland International has achieved since first becoming a Doepker dealer in 2001. In that first year of carrying Doepker trailers, the total trailers sold was 66. As of now, in our 21st year, Southland International can proudly say we far surpass those numbers and have 6 Doepker dealer of the year awards to show for our efforts.

Since becoming the first Doepker dealer in Western Canada all those years ago, we have been able to learn and grow alongside Doepker in our partnership. One of our main takeaways has been the professionalism of the Doepker team, and their commitment to standing behind product quality. This has allowed us to be confident that whether we sell our customers a grain trailer, flat deck, gravel hauler, or any other Doepker product they will be getting the quality that they paid for.
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	TREVOR SLINGERLAND April 2022 Winner

Navistar is pleased to announce the winners of the Technician of Influence Award for the month of April. The individuals listed have demonstrated their commitment to pursuing continuous improvement and delivering the highest level of customer service.

TREVOR SLINGERLAND SERVICE TECHNICIAN

Trevor is worthy of the nomination because of his 15 years of service Southland, starting from 2005 when he was only 16 years old. We realized quickly realized that his skill as a tech and a craftsman would make him a great asset to us and the International brand. Trevor started off as a RAP (Registered Apprenticeship Program) student at the bottom of the totem pole, breaking tires, detailing trucks, and doing anything else that was asked of him. Our dealer principal remembers this: “At a very young age he was given a sleeper to remove from a truck to convert to a day cab. He accomplished this with very little supervision, and it highlighted his high degree of craftsmanship.” We knew then Trevor was a thoroughbred and needed to be challenged.

He was moved into the tech position where he accelerated his learning, showing many competencies, and completing all his training including International, Cummins, Cat, Eaton, and more. Our management team pushed him further into a Diagnostic Advisor position where he flourished helping all our techs, taking of customer calls, and being instrumental in all new processes being developed throughout our service department.

In addition to his tenure as a  testament of responsibility and trust, Trevor is one of our main go-to people whenever a concern with a customer, service, or process arises. Everyone at the dealership staff has Trevor’s cell number, and he is often called upon after hours for advice.

One specific example of Trevor’s commitment to “uptime” happened just after we had just moved into our new building. The City of Lethbridge needed recalibrations on two new snowplow trucks, and by the time our service staff received a call from the concerned city manager, the two trucks had already been in our Accelerated Service bay, programmed, and put back into service. Trevor has been a consistent, reliable, trusted employee for many years and continues to be dedicated to making Southland the best that it can be!
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	Southland International Trucks LTD at in Lethbridge, is very involved with technical schools, high schools, and middle schools. Over the years they have built a strong relationship and are very engaged with the future workforce. Their goal is to get them engaged with the trucking industry at an early age. They collaborate with them to ensure curriculum, technology and tools are optimized for the students and instructors. They also have introduced dealership opportunities to students through the Registered Apprenticeship Program (RAP), job shadowing, and tours of their facility. During April, Southland participated in the EPIC (Exploring Possible Industries & Careers) project, as they have done for several years. EPIC is a large-scale event that features a variety of career pathways from a wide variety of different sectors. Rob Mitchell, Service Manager, and Corny Friesen, a Diagnostic Technician, spend a day discussing their jobs with area students. They host 10, 20-minute sessions with 5 to 6 students at a time and introduce them to the trades of heavy-duty technician and heavy-duty parts technician. This interaction allows students to experience a small part of the job and gain insight into what it means to be a technician. Corny connects the truck to the electronic service tools and demonstrates the software. Rob discusses some of the upcoming technology and showcases the dealership and meets with prospective technicians. Congratulations to Southland International for their continued efforts to keep growing the next generation of technicians. For more information about EPIC check out their website.
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	Navistar Celebrates Grand Opening of its Benchmark San Antonio Manufacturing Plant



SAN ANTONIO, March 23, 2022 /PRNewswire/ — Today, Navistar hosted an official ribbon cutting event for its San Antonio Manufacturing Plant, a benchmark facility leading the company’s manufacturing in process optimization, real-time production management and sustainability in manufacturing operations. The facility improves quality, lowers costs and provides capacity support to Navistar’s current manufacturing footprint.

“The choices we make today will take Navistar to a new level of impact in the transportation industry. That’s why we are laying the foundation for the future in this plant, because the future begins with the decisions and investments we make today,” said Mark Hernandez, executive vice president, Global Manufacturing and Supply Chain. “The San Antonio manufacturing plant was meticulously planned and constructed to highlight our many manufacturing strengths and build toward future manufacturing goals surrounding Industry 4.0 technologies, quality and sustainability.”

Ecological Building, Fit for the Future

The nearly 1 million-square-foot manufacturing facility includes a body shop, paint shop, general assembly shop and logistics center equipped to produce Class 6-8 vehicles, including electric vehicle models. The plant is a sustainable baseline facility in site, building and process practices, to serve as a benchmark for Navistar’s manufacturing network.

“In support of our company focus, we are taking actions to reduce the environmental impact of our manufacturing operations with the goal of becoming zero carbon as we transform the future of transportation,” said Hernandez. “The first vehicle off the manufacturing line in San Antonio was the International eMV Series electric truck; the purpose of the plant from inception was to have the capability to manufacture both electric and internal combustion engine powertrains in the same facility.”

The San Antonio Manufacturing Plant was constructed with efficient energy use goals in mind. As part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Better Buildings, Better Plants Program, Navistar is committed to reducing energy intensity in San Antonio and other U.S. plants by 20% by 2030. LEDs illuminate the plant, using 75% less power than conventional lighting, and translucent panels allow natural light to brighten the indoor space as a supplement to the lighting system. The building also includes energy efficient wall paneling to better regulate indoor temperatures.

Sustainable Manufacturing and Supply Chain

The plant will serve as Navistar’s benchmark for lean manufacturing principles to eliminate waste, improve product quality, drive operational efficiency, and reduce cost and time. Industry 4.0 principles have been incorporated to connect digital and physical technologies, allowing the plant to be more connected and easily make data-driven decisions. Operating with a data-driven approach helps to focus on sustainability goals and metrics in addition to supporting a leaner manufacturing output.

“We are incorporating the latest manufacturing principles – digital factory, connected machinery, robust lean manufacturing processes and cloud analytics – to enable predictive quality and maintenance, and allowing data-driven decisions to be made on the shop floor in real time,” said Hernandez.

The San Antonio Manufacturing Plant complements Navistar’s existing assembly manufacturing footprint, which includes truck assembly plants in Springfield, Ohio and Escobedo, Mexico; a school bus assembly plant in Tulsa, Okla.; and a powertrain manufacturing plant in Huntsville, Ala. The sustainable manufacturing processes will be integrated in all existing manufacturing plants.

In the future, Navistar plans to begin operations at the Advanced Technology Center (ATC) on-site, which accelerates implementation of emerging technologies and Industry 4.0 technologies within the commercial trucking space. The ATC is focused on product development, testing and validation efforts supporting the company’s strategy, and will be a key location for future research and development footprint with a focus on zero-emission components, software and autonomous technologies.

Community Impact

Navistar is deeply committed to diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI), with the vision to empower an inclusive and engaged culture that drives a sense of belonging. The San Antonio Manufacturing Plant is focused on empowering employees, which is achieved through leveraging DEI principles. The new manufacturing plant will bring approximately 600 jobs to the San Antonio area.

“The culture we’re building in our San Antonio Manufacturing Plant is one that values safety, quality, work ethic and respect above all things,” said Rod Spencer, plant director, San Antonio Manufacturing Plant. “Our goal is to empower an inclusive and engaged community culture, and proudly bring commercial vehicle manufacturing jobs to San Antonio through partnerships with the city, county and community.”

The San Antonio Manufacturing Plant has partnering with multiple local organizations, including:

	Texas FAME
	Greater SATX
	Texas Workforce Commission
	Meals on Wheels San Antonio – Raul Jimenez Thanksgiving Meal
	Salvation Army
	Goodwill


By using proven engineering and leading technology and manufacturing principles, Navistar will take mobility and transport to a new level of impact for all stakeholders, to further enhance support and ease of doing business. To learn more about the San Antonio Manufacturing Plant, visit www.navistar.com/locations/manufacturing.

About Navistar

Navistar, Inc. (“Navistar”) is a purpose-driven company, reimagining how to deliver what matters to create more cohesive relationships, build higher-performing teams and find solutions where others don’t. Based in Lisle, Illinois, Navistar or its subsidiaries and affiliates produce International® brand commercial trucks and engines, IC Bus® brand school and commercial buses, all-makes OnCommand® Connection advanced connectivity services, and Fleetrite®, ReNEWeD® and Diamond Advantage® brand aftermarket parts. With a history of innovation dating back to 1831, Navistar has more than 14,500 employees worldwide and is part of TRATON SE, a global champion of the truck and transport services industry. Additional information is available at www.Navistar.com.

All marks are trademarks of their respective owners.

 

SOURCE Navistar International Corporation




For further information: Media, Erica Schueller, Erica.Schueller@Navistar.com, 331-332-3310; Investor contact, Ryan Campbell, Ryan.Campbell@Navistar.com, 331-332-7280; Web site, Navistar.com/News
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